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Comments

I strongly object to this totally inappropriate application for the following reasons:
This is a green field site not an industrial brownfield site
There is ancient woodland which is adjacent to part of the site. Any disturbance will have a
detrimental impact to wildlife which is already in a fight for survival.
They intend to chop down trees to widen the forestry road - this will increase carbon emissions when
we are in an urgent world situation to decrease our impact on the climate.
Light pollution will be caused in an area that has no artificial lights.
This woodland is used by many - walkers, cyclists, horseriders, there enjoyment will be seriously
impacted if not ruined. Over this last 15 months it is well documented how important the natural
world is to us all.
I use these woods as a cyclist and the surrounding roads as they are currently quiet. If this application
was permitted then the increase in lorries and other vehicles would deter us from using this area. The
risk of lorries hitting a cyclist is high and the roads will deteriorate at the edges making them even
narrower. We use local shops and cafes when we cycle here and they would loose our trade and other
cyclists in the area.
I do not believe there is a need for additional clay as they state. I believe that what they really want is
a waste recycling facility in the heart of these pristine woods.
This facility will create noise from machinery, vehicle movements, wheel wash facilities and other
ancillary operation.
There will be an increase of dust pollution in the air.
This application will impede existing rights of way and create a danger to all users
The application is for 33 years and they state this is temporary! It brings no benefit to the local
community or to others who use the area.
They state that the lorries will only use an agreed lorry route - how is this policed.
This area is totally unsuitable for this application.
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